
Due to how polymer clay blanks are constructed, you may find flaws
that aren’t visible before they’re turned. Please contact me on
Facebook or at mbinde@gmail.com if you run into any issues.

Once in a while there are small voids or bubbles -- like with wood, you
can fill this with CA glue and continue. If it is a problem with the look of
the pen, however, please contact me per the above.

Turning
Tools are not needed to turn any of these pens, just sanding. I usually start with 120 or 180 grit, and go down to 400
grit. I sand at 3000 rpm, but feel free to do whatever is comfortable.

Always wet sand to reduce heat: even cured polymer clay will become more flexible with heat.

Abranet mesh works especially well, but any sandpaper will work.

Special turning instructions for “Twist” pens:
Every kit has a unique clay height for twist pens so that when you sand to just around bushing height, the full mix of
colors is visible.

If you sand it very proud of the bushings, even in the middle, you may not be as happy with the colors.

Special turning instructions for “Twist” pens with different-sized bushings (e.g.
Junior series):
If one side of the clay is lower than the other, it’s important to have that side facing the lower-height bushing: that pen
is designed so the pattern will slope with the slope of the turned barrel and keep a consistent pattern down its length.

Special turning instructions for “padded” pens (e.g. rainbow dragonscale):
Some pens have an additional layer underneath to allow the final sanded clay to be thin enough to show off the
patterns. If you sand much below the bushing height on these pens, you may break through the designed clay to the
(very uninteresting) layer underneath. There’s always at least 0.5mm of clay you can sand into, but don’t go more
than 0.5mm below the bushing height.

CA finish
I strongly recommend a Cyanoacrylate (CA) finish for any polymer clay pens with mica in them, as it makes a big
difference in the shine and depth of the final product.

Use one of the higher-quality CA’s or “flex” CAs such as BSI, Mercury Flex, or Gluboost. Polymer clay is more flexible
than resin or acrylic (more like a soft wood) and needs a bit of “give” in its CA.

You do not need an especially thick amount of CA for polymer clay -- just enough to be able to sand and polish.

View this page at: http://www.motleywoods.com/turning
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Final polish
If you have good control of your CA finish, you will be able to start with 400 or 600 grit sandpaper and then go up to
polish.

My preferred method is to go to 2000 grit with sandpapers and then switch to “Magic Juice” from Stadium Pen
Blanks, doing all six grits of the liquids, but zona or micromesh or other ways you would polish CA will work as well.

Care instructions
As with any other handmade pens, avoid:

● Dropping the pen
● Excessive heat
● Running the pen through a laundry cycle (wash or dry)
● Hand sanitizer or any other liquids with alcohol in them

Assembling a Long Clicker Pen Kit
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